
Radical Islamist free to give
Birmingham  lecture  despite
pro-beheading comments
From GB News

An Islamist cleric who said critics of the Prophet Mohammed
should have their heads “chopped off” has been allowed into
the UK to speak at an event.

Sick Enayet Ullah Abbasi
previously  slammed  the
late  Queen  Elizabeth  II
for  endorsing  a  school
that turned children into
“disgusting human beings”
In (a) rant, he blasted
Queen  Elizabeth  II  for
her Queen’s Young Leaders
Programme  which  praised
teacher  Ayman  Sadiq  who
founded  Bangladeshi

online learning platform 10 Minute School. Abbasi said: “The
young children are being taught living together, free sex,
intermingling in sexes, homosexuality and nasty concepts of
sexual relations with transgenders in the name of education.
They are being transformed into disgusting human beings with
inferior characteristics, all in the name of the education
system. I was saying now it is crystal clear what the Queen of
Britain is doing in the name of helping people.”

He  also  praised  the  terrorists  who  carried  out  the  9/11
attacks in America calling them “brave lions”. Can we get a
collection up to get him some new teeth? above left.

The hate cleric has also delivered hateful speeches against
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Ahmadi Muslims, a persecuted minority of the Islamic faith,
urging his followers to kill them.

Wasiq Wasiq, Associate Research Fellow at the Henry Jackson
Society, told GB News: “Enayetullah Abbasi is alleged to have
used  rhetoric  that  is  inciting  hatred  against  Hindus  and
minority Muslim sects. The fact that he has been allowed to
enter the UK and speak freely demonstrates a weakness in our
ability to properly vet hateful preachers. He should be on the
first plane back to Bangladesh and handed to the authorities
there.”

The Bangladeshi scholar was due to speak in Birmingham this
evening at the Islamic Conference 2023 which is being hosted
and organised by TV channel ION TV.

He is also set to appear in London on Wednesday.

GB News contacted a reporter at iON TV, who rejected this
broadcaster’s claims that Abbasi was delivering hateful and
extreme rhetoric.

John Spellar, Labour MP for Warley, told GB News: “Given his
record, how the hell was he allowed to come into the country?
If we are clear that he has made these statements, what the
hell  were  the  Home  Office  thinking?  Clearly  they  have
questions  to  answer.”

I can’t see where in London he is expected to speak.

I believe his talk in Edinburgh was cancelled three days ago.

On Sunday 25th he is expected to be at the Leicester Darus
Salam  Masjid.  Everyone  (brothers)  is  welcome  to  attend;
sisters must listen on a dedicated radio channel. That would
not be permitted in any other circumstances. 

The following day (Monday 25th) he is expected at the Crescent
Hall in Luton, with a programme for both male and female
‘members’. 
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